Paper Ball Ornament

- Cut your choice of paper around the template 10 times.
- Collect the 10 strips together piling on top of one another (all facing the same direction if you have a patterned and blank sided paper)
- Punch a hole through the stack at each end and then insert a paper fastener through both ends
- Divide the strips from each other and pull around to form the ball

Find out more

Keep track of Utensils0 here  www.http://www.utensils0.co.uk
And London Craft Club here  www.londoncraftclub.co.uk
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- Cut around the templates on your choice of paper - 1x middle, 2x small, 2x medium, 2x Large

- Collect them together so the largest are on the outsides, then the medium, then the small with the middle in the centre
- Pierce an eyelet through one end

- Take each strip and curve it so it is sitting level with the top of the middle strip, this will mean the larger papers will need to curve further giving you the shape
- Keeping them all level pierce an eyelet through that end as well.

Find out more

Keep track of Utensils0 here  www.http://www.utensils0.co.uk
And London Craft Club here  www.londoncraftclub.co.uk